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FROSH ELEVEN
LOOKS POWERFUL

P R E S ID E N T

H ETZEL

C O M M IT T E E

ON

STUDENTS WITH RED
HAIR GAIN FAVOR

NAMES

SO N G

BOOK

In response to a ' general demand
for a new University song book to
replace the old one, which does not
Regulars Outplay Scrubs
include many of the new songs,
in Two-Hour Scrimmage President Hetzel appointed a com 
mittee last week to consider the advisibility of issuing a new edition
GOOD SEASON PREDICTED
and to discuss ways and means.
Hard Hitting Outfit Being Develop The committee consists of Robert
ed— Crins Star of Regulars, Ham- Manton, Alfred E. Richards, Raymand MacGrath and Adrian
O.
mar and Noyes for Second
Team
Morse.
The
New
Hampshire freshman
football teams looms up as another
wonder eleven
judging from
the
way Team A played in scrimmage
against the second team on last Tues
day afternoon. For two long weary
hours the first and second elevens
battled for supremacy, the regulars
finally scoring several touchdowns
against the Yanigans.
Although
Coach Fernald is silent as to the
possibilities of the players there is
little doubt in his mind that the
team will be one of the best ever
turned out here at New Hampshire.
W hile the sun was slowly setting
behind the western hills the first
string backfield ran rough shod
over the subs.
Crins, the little
quarterback from New Hampton In
stitute, starred for the regulars.
Time after time he took the ball
around the ends for
long gains.
Paolino looks like a champion when
hitting the line. The former Brew
ster Academy star runs low and
fast and he gained many yards
through the tackles when called up
on to carry the ball. Theodos at
right tackle and Farrel at left
tackle look good. These men have
had a lot of experience and time
and again they were able to get
through the line and take out a
backfield man to help the runners
gain more ground.
The freshman squad has been
materially strengthened by the ad
dition of Tony Manfreda, former
Sanborn Seminary star.
Manfreda
entered H oly Cross at the beginning
of the school year but finally trans
ferred to New Hampshire after be
coming dissatisfied with the condi
tions at the W orcester school. Last
year Manfreda
scored the most
number of points of ail preparatory
school players in New Hampshire.
Besides being a star football man
Tony is regarded as one of the best
basketball players in New Hamp
shire as well as being a sprinter of
no little repute.
The lineup for the first team on
Tuesday was Crins, quarter;
Lee
and Manfreda, h alfbacks; Paolino,
fullback; Young and Hatch, ends;
Theodos and Farrel, tackels; W alls
and Landuer, gu a rd; Wettergreen,
center. Team B consisted of Faust
at quarter; Summerville and Noel,
halfbacks; Rice, fullback; Hannnar,
center; Noyes and Hunt, guards;
Huntoon and Jackson, tackles; Dubray and Stahl, ends.
Young, the little end who starred
on the Portsmouth High School
team last year, played a whale of
a game at left end for the regulars.
He was into every play and made a
large majority of tackles.
For the second team Faust at
(Continued on page 4)

SIX WEEKS RUSHING
ALLOWED SORORITIES
Season Delayed at Request of Pres
ident

Hetzel.

Preferential

Bidding

to be Rule

The rushing season for the sorori
ties began Monday, September 28.
At President Hetzel’s request the
first two weeks of the term were
left free for the freshmen women to
make acquaintances as they pleased.
During those two weeks there was
no discussion of sororities between
upperclassmen and freshmen, and
sorority members did not wear their
pins.
Pledging is to take place on the
10th of November, allowing for only
six weeks of rushing. F.ach day of
the week, except Sunday, is assigned
to a sorority for rushing, and on
that no other group may rush. This
plan gives each sorority seven days

DADS OF STUDENTS
TO SPEND DAY HERE
First

Annual

Oct. 17,
Game.

D ad ’s

Day

Set

for

Date
of
Rhode Island
Send Invitations to
A ll

Fathers

The Dads of 1290 students will
receive an invitation next week to
spend Oct. 17, the date of the first
home game, on the campus as the
guests of the University. The pro
gram for the day includes a tour of
the grounds and buildings for all
visiting Dads, lunch with President
Hetzel at which Dr. Hetzel will
speak, a group photograph of all
Dads and, as a closing feature of
the official arrangements, attendance
at the football game with Rhode
Island in the afternoon as guests of
Athletic Association.
It is ex
pected however that many Dads will
take advantage of their presence
here to stay over Sunday.
Dads’ Day has been instituted
this year in order to secure closer
relations
between
the
Universit;
and the parents of the undergradu
ates. There lias been a general de
mand on the part of parents to
know more about the institution,
their sous and daughters attend and
this means has been taken as the
most effective to secure a better
acquaintance.
At the same time
members of the faculty will be able
to get in closer touch with parents
The day has been set aside as
Dad’s Day because the limited ac
commodations of the University will
not permit all fathers and mother
to come on the same day.
If the
response
to
this
first
invitation
warrants it, invitations wilt piob
ably be sent out later to the mothers
of students for Mother’s Day.
The day will not be a holiday for
students.
Classes will probably be
dismissed at 11
o’clock
however,
and all Dads and their sons and
daughters are invited to the men’s
gymnasium where the members
of
the faculty will be waiting to greet
them informally. The invitations to
the Dads will not be restricted to
the fathers of the men students.
They will also be sent out to the
fathers o f the coeds and it is ex
pected that the response will be as
great from the fathers of daughters
here as from the fathers of sons.
W O M E N ’S S P O R T S L E A D E R S
E L E C T E D FO R C O M IN G Y E A R

The first meeting of the W om en’s
Athletic Association was held last
Thursday at 5 o’clock. The follow 
ing Sport Leaders were elected:
Soccer,
Beulah
M errill;
Hiking,
Irma A ndrew s; Hockey,
Dorothy
Hebert.
on which no one else may interfere.
General rules are much the same
as they have been other years. No
sorority girl may take a freshman
home over night and she may not
stay over night with a freshman.
All parties must be “ Dutch” treats
with the exceptions of the one rush
party allowed each sorority.
The
dates for these parties have already
been chosen and wll take place on
Wednesday and
Saturday
nights
during the last three weeks of
rushing.
The same plan of bidding that
was used last year has been re
adopted; that is, preferential bid
ding.
Lawyer Hughes
of Dover
compare the list of freshman choices
and sorority bids and announce the
results.
The season is much shorter than
it was last year.
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Will You Be There?

i

Mr. Bishop, New Addition to
ology

Dept.
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REVISION OF POINT
FIGURES SHOW
SYSTEM BY COUNCIL VARSITY TEAMS
SCRIMMAGE FOR
REGISTRATION
NORWICH GAME
LARGEST EVER
Prof.

PRIVATE TELEPHONE
EXCHANGE NEEDED
Local
sand

Operators Handle T w o T hou
Calls D aily— M any Students

W ork

as

Part-tim e

Operators

“ Completing an average of more
than two thousand calls daily, the
Durham Telephone Exchange Agency
is the scene of intense activity, from
morning until late at night, stated
Mrs. Florence E. Blodgett, agent
for the local exchange, when inter
viewed early this
week. "O f
all
these calls fully one half are for
the University. Nearly all toll calls
are made by the students.
They
average about two hundred each
day.”
“The installation of a priv
ate branch exchange in the adminis
tration building would greatly fac
ilitate the service for both University
and towns people,” she added.
Mrs. Blodgett then explained that
the operators do not know the in
dividual dwelling-places or telephone
numbers of members of the faculty
or student body, excepting those
listed in the telephone directory,
and have neither the means nor the
time to ascertain such promptly.
•She pointed out that a branch ex
change connected directly with the
administration
offices
could
give
this service efficiently in a very
short space of time.
The Durham staff consists of Mrs.
Blodgett and Miss Marian W illard,
a town girl, as regular operators
and five students as part-time w ork
ers.
These are Nathaniel Colby, 27,
night operator, Raymond Corey, 26,
Cora Harris, ’29,
Grace
Blodgett,
’28, and Marguerite Blodgett, '27.
All are under the supervision of
the chief operator and the manager
at the Dover office.
The busiest hours in the local
branch are from eight to nine a.m.,
from 12.30 to 1.30 in the afternoon,
and from six to eight in the even
ing.
The number of calls for a
busy hour ranges from 100 to 250.
A G R IC U L T U R A L

CLUB

M EETS

The Agricultural Club held its
first meeting of the year in Morrill
Hall, Sept. 28th.

Coach

Cowell,

John

’26, M aclean Gill ’26 and

W endell

D avis

’26 to

Serve

on Committee

At last the red-headed students
Enrollment Now 1290
■save come into their o w n !
Mr.
With Students Coming
Bishop, the new addition to the So
ciology Department, has a weakness
SENIOR CLASS OVER 200
for red hair, and is inclined to
give special consideration to those
students who have “ bright heads” . Increase in A ll Colleges and in
Three
Upper
Classes.
Slight
The reason for this particular fail
Drop in Number of Freshmen
ing are to be found in the persons
of two small red-headed boys, the
The University of New Hamp
sons of the new teacher, of whom
shire has opened the college year
he is very proud.
Mr. Bishop comes to this Univer with the largest enrollment in its
sity from Maryland State Normal, history despite the fact that many
where has been the Head of the students were turned away in ac
Educational Department, but he is cordance with the restriction of
originally from Nebraska. It was in out-of-state students passed by the
York College of that state that he last Legislature. The enrollment at
spent his undergraduate days, mak this date is 1920, according to figures
ing for himself a record of which compiled by the Registrar, an in
any college man might well be crease over last year at this date
proud.
Every year he was on the of 121.
Although
the
out-of-state
re
college debating team, and one year
new
students,
was also the editor of his college striction applied to
paper.
Student athletics were by the number of new students is 426,
The
no means neglected, however, and only 7 less than last year.
he was at one time Captain of senior, junior and sophomore classes
the baseball team.
Mr. Bishop is are each much larger than last year,
still intensely interested in student the senior class for the first time
Each of the three
activities and promises to be a going over 200.
colleges of the university, Agricul
booster for all student affairs.
After Mr. Bishop graduated from ture, Liberal Arts and Technology
college, he did graduate work in has more students than ever before.
Sociology at the University of W is For several years past the women
consin and the University of Chi have increased more rapidly than
cago.
The reason he chose thi the m en; this year the trend is
The enroll
subject was because he was more quite the other way.
interested in people than in things. ment of women has increased from
There was more thrill for him in 315 to 351, that of the men from
Ten years ago there
human nature than in the laws of 854 to 939,
science. After leaving the Univer were 113 women and 348 men, a
sity of Chicago, Mr. Bishop spent total of 461 asc ompared with 1290.
If the additional enrollemtn for
three years at Teachers’ College at
Columbia University working* to the second and third terms including
wards his Ph.D. for which he is the two year course in agriculture
preparing a thesis at the present is what it was last year the total
time. Then the teaching career be enrollment for the year will be 1359
gan, and up to now
includes the and with the Summer School will
teaching of History and Debating at be only a little short of 1600. It is
the Nebraska Military
Academy. not posible to compute the num
English and Debating in the Kansas ber of out-of-state students who
City High School, Rhetoric and D e would have entered if they had
bating at Nebraska Western Univer been allowed, for notice of the strict
sity, and the work at Maryland selection of out-of-state candidates
It would have
State Normal.
Last summer be was sent broadcast.
taught Philosophy and Sociology at been many more than the 70 out-of
state students who were
turned
the University of Kansas.
Mr. Bishop drove to New Hamp away last year, it is thought.
shire from Nebraska with his wife
and three children, making the 2042
miles in six days

Perley,

N eville

A revision of the point system was
discussed Thursday, Sept. 24, at a
meeting of the student council.
The original purpose of the point
system was to develop campus lead
ership, and the student council be
lieves that too many points are given
for certain activities, making the
total too high.
A committee was appointed to
make certain revisions and to pre
sent the report to the student council
for approval.
This committee is
composed of Prof. Perley, Coach
Cowell, John N ev ille’26, Maclean Gill
’26, and W endell Davis '26.

Subs Give First String
Men Hard Rub for Places
FIRST
Team
Stop

GAME

Leaves

for

Scheduled
for

SATURDAY
Northfield
at

with

Randolph

Friday N ight

By E. A. Tetzlaff

Beneath the waning sun on Mem
orial Field last Saturday afternoon
the first team of the varsity football
squad minus its captain, halfback,
and center first downed the second
team to the tune of 16 to 6, in the
second real scrimmage of the sea
CROSS COUNTRY MEN
PLAN TO CLEAN UP son. It was clearly apparent to the
odd hundred students in the stands
First M eet with Maine
Oct. 17 at that the subs, yielding reluctantly
every inch of ground, were striving
Orono— Peaslee and Smith
Lead
for, with fair chances of achieving,
Harriers in
Practice
a show at varsity honors.
O ’Connor,
Nicora
and
Foster
With but a few weeks before the
first meet the varsity cross country accompanied Coach Cowell to Han
team is rapidly whipping into form. over to see the Dartmouth-Norwich
The preliminary training has con game so the first team was without
sisted mostly of exercises and short three of its regulars.
The squad has been through the
runs but this grueling conditioning
during the past
is over and the men have taken to hardest sessions
the six mile road course between week. Daily scrimmages have been
Memorial Field and Lee H ill with a held to put the men in the very best
of condition. Abbiatti,
the
husky
vengeance.
Captain Peaslee and Abe Smith fullback, has developed into one of
led the harriers over the course in the fastest men on the team. Abby
being used as interference for the
the first real test of the season.
Smith, especially has shown much other backs and his playing is almost
improvement since last year.
Abe spectacular in the workouts. A l
found his stride last Monday and he though the second team has a heavy
and the “ Duke” led the pack by line Abby is able to make holes big
more than a quarter of a mile at enough for two men to go through.
On the defense he has no superior.
the finish.
Coach Sweet is enthusiastic over In every play and a m ajority of the
the prospects of a good team this tackles the fullback is a terror to
fall. W ith four letter men back and the second team players. His play
five numeral men from last year ing should be watched in the coming
much can be expected from the team game.
Several of the veteran players
in the coming meets. Tuck, a sen
ior, has been showing up well in have tbeen handicapped this week by
the workouts , as have Littlefield, minor bruises. Foster and Hubbard
each received hurts which kept them
Burke, and Weeks.
several
The first meet is with the Univer from the scrimmages for
sity of Maine at Orono on the 17th days, while Langdell was quarantin
of October.
The strength of the ed for a week in his fraternity house.
Coach Cowell
has
divided
the
Maine aggregation is not known but
squad
into
three
teams
and
different
with Peaslee, Littlefield, and Smith
each
running for New Hampshire there combinations are being tried
is no doubt that fast time will be day in an effort to get some idea of
DATES SET FOR THE
the merits of each player. 1here
DRAMATIC TRIALS made over the Maine course.
are eight ietter men on team A.
Those men a r e :
O ’Connor
and
P
R
E
S
I
D
E
N
T
H
E
T
Z
E
L
T
A
L
K
S
“ M ask and D agger” to Present “ The
halfbacks; Abbiatti, fu ll
A T F I R S T C O N V O C A T I O N Nicora,
Merchant of Venice” — Need for
back; Davis, quarter; Foster, center;
M a n y Stage H a n d s
and
Callahan
The first weekly convocation was Hoagland, tackle;
and Prince, ends. Besides these men
At a recent meeting of Mask and held Wednesday afternoon. The 1286
Dagger it was decided that for its students registered here filled the Monroe, a halfback, and Page, a cen
Fall term play the society should pro gymnasium and never was the need ter, have earned their letters in
duce “The Merchant of Venice” . In of new auditorium more clearlv previous years.
On team B the coach has some
accordance with this decision, Coach illustrated than at this time.
likely
backfield material in Tommy
President
Hetzel
was
the
speaker
W illiam G. Hennessy has announced
the follow ing dates for try -ou ts: of the day and the first part of the Stewart at quarter, Johnny Clark and
Freshmen on Tuesday at 3 o’clock ; hour he devoted to a resume of the Applin, halfbacks, and “ Eddie” M on
Upper classmen on Wednesday at 3 registration, comparing the figures roe at full. These men have had a
lot of experience and are well fitted
o’clock ; and Mask and Dagger mem of the current year with last year
to take the regular positions should
bers on Thursday at 4 o’clock. The figures.
During the latter part of the hour they be called upon. Stewart has
club is also desirous that any persons
wishing to aid in the production by President Hetzel took up the mat shown up well in the scrimmages and
working as carpenters, scene painters, ter of why society and the state Clark is booting the ball almost as
electricians, etc. should report to Mr. should minister to the students at far as the famous “ Dutch” Connors
did when he played on the New
tending the university.
Hennessy at one of the above dates.
Hampshire team only a few years
ago. The second string linemen are
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
F O R E S T E R S T A K E T R IP
O V E R M T. M O O S IL A U K E
ALREADY STARTED working hard and will be given a
chance to show their wares should
the opening game be an easy one.
The first instruction trip given by
The first preliminaries of the an
“ W indy” Davis is proving a cap
the Forestry Dept, this year was nual Fall Tennis Tournament were
able
quarterback. He has developed
taken this
week. The
sophomore run off last Monday on the Bar
a lot since last year and much can be
class in Silviculture left Wednesday racks, S. A. E.
and Lambda Chi
expected from the tall blonde boy
for a three day trip to Mt. M oosi- Alpha courts.
from Fall River.
lauke. Eleven men
went,
accom
Much interest is evidenced ii
(Continued on page 3)
panied by Richard Stevens, assistant contests this year, and it is expect
instructor in Forestry. Stops were ed that the final match will be
made at the D. O. C. Cabins along played before a large audience of the CASQUE AND CASKET
the route and a side excursion faculty and students.
SETS RUSH PERIODS
through
Lost
River
was
taken.
When the names were drawn from
Members of the class were dele the entry box posted in “T ” Hall
E ach House to Have One Evening
gated to do the cooking; that was for the past week it was found
Only— N o Parties on Saturday
the one dubious factor of the trip.
that four letter men of last Spring’s
or Sunday
varsity
tennis team
were
listed
C LAR K TO H E A D F R E S H M A N
among
the
fourteen
contestants.
The new system of rushing by the
C L A S S F O R C O M IN G Y E A R They are paired the first meet
in
fraternities
has begun under the
the folow ing o rd e r:
revised
rules
drawn up by the Casque
At a meeting of the Freshman
Gould vs. Deerington
and Casket last year.
Class held in the Z oology Lecture
C. M. Brown vs. Whitehead
The new system states: “ There
Room, Monday evening, September
Bowles vs. M oore
shall be two periods of intensive
28, Justin Clark was elected presi
vs. Morrill
rushing. The first shall begin on
dent. Clark has been acting head
Craig vs. Hemingway
Wednesday, Sept. 16 and continue
of the class since college opened
A. Smith vs. Kelsea
until Sunday, Sept. 20. The second
and has been prominene in the ac
Rodgers vs. Roberts
and final period shall begin on W ed 
tivities of the frosh. R. A. Schiller
The winners of each contest will
was elected vice-president, M. A. then be paired until the final match nesday, Oct. 28, and continue until
Dahlberg, secretary, and H. F. M c- is reached. The tournament is lim Tuesday, Nov. 10 at 4 P. M.
The rules were adopted in order to
Intire, treasurer.
itedto upper-classmen only as fresh
relieve the incoming freshmen of
men are
necessarily
inactive
in
the added burden of rushing during
varsitv athletics, and
because
of
“All students who wish to take
the first term, a stumbling block for
the
scarcity
of
time
and
conditioned
up Equitation as a recreational
many in years past.
courts. Each day the list of the
activity for credit should con
At a meeting of Casque and Cas
w
i
n
n
e
r
s
,
the
scores,
and
the
progress
sult with Mr. Swasey on or be
ket in Thompson Hall on Monday
of the tournament will be posted on
fore Wed., Oct. 7th.”
(Continued on page 4)
the bulletin board at Thompson Hall.

TH E N EW H AM PSH IRE, OCTOBER
It seems to us that there is the
keynote. There is no abstract ideal
Published W e e k ly by the Students of The
ism but a definite signpost.
The
U niversity of N ew Ham pshire, Durham
University of New Hampshire can
N. H.
never sound any note of “ pioneering
Offices: E ditorial, B usiness and Circula
tion, Basem ent Thompson H a ll,
Durham,
scholarship” until its curricula have
N . H . Printing, 135 S ixth Street, D over,
N. H.
been revised.
The place for the
Entered as second class matter at the post revision of the curricula is
not in
office at Durham , N ew H am pshire, under
faculty meeting but in the cold
the act of March 3, 1879.
light
of
investigation.
A
Accepted for m ailing at special rate of clear
postage provided for in Section 1103, A c t of
dominating note in an investigation
October 3, 1917. Authorized
September
1918.
of the needs of the curricula should
be sounded by those who have to
The Official Organ of
study the curricula.
The University of New Hampshire
The college year could be begutl
Durham, N. H.
no better by administration than by
the appointment
of a
committee
E D IT O R IA L S T A F F
students and
Edward K . Sw eeney, ’26....... E d itor-in-C hief composed equally of
Frederick R obinson, ’27........... N ew s Editor
faculty members to study and rec
Frances Fairchild, ’27...........W o m en ’s Editor
ommend the revision of the curricr
Elizabeth R icker, ’28.............A lu m n i Editor
Eugene Tetzlaff, ’26...............Sporting Editor
ula.
M arguerite Pollard, ’28.......................................
................................. W om en ’s Sporting Editor
This institution is in the hands
B U S IN E S S S T A F F
of the students to make or break.
M cL ean G ill, ’27...................Business M anager
Discipline can never lift it from the
Stanley L. K in g, ’26.....A d vertisin g M anager
ruck. The motive force must come,
Charles D ic k s o n ,’2 6 ......C irculation M anager
W . P. W h ite , ’27....Ass’ t Circulation M anager
but from below.
George W e b b , ’28.....................................A ssistan t not from above,
The eyes of the State are on u:»
F A C U L T Y A D V IS E R S
now as they have never been be
Prof. H . H . Scudder,............. Faculty A d viser
Prof. E. L . Getchell, .........................................
fore. It is to be hoped that they
...............................Faculty B usiness M anager
will not question in vain. If we arfe
A S S O C IA T E E D IT O R S
to think we must have something to
J. P. C assily, ’26
M . Conant, ’28
think about.
j
W . P. Thurber, ’26 R. M errill, ’28
R . B . Folsom, ’26
Rachel D a v is, ’26
College should be a magnificent
H . O. Page, ’27
Margaret Marnoch, ’27
D . F. M cPhee, ’28 A nna H unt, ’27
adventure, like a plunge into brac^
A . L. G askins, ’28 Katherine O ’ K ane, ’27
ing water for a hidden prize. Is it
S. M orrison, ’28
Dorothy Fields, ’28
Doris W ilso n , ’28
here ?

“THE TROTH CAN
NOW BE TOLD”

2,

1925.

FROM OUR MAIL BAG WORK UNDERWAY
ON 1927 YEARBOOK
Editor,

H O R S E -B A C K
TO

R ID IN G

ADDED

R E C R E A T IO N A L PR O G R A M

The New Hampshire,
Snap-Shot Section A gain to be a
Horse-back riding has been added
Dear S ir :
Feature.
Art
in
This
Y e a r’s
to the recreational program for wom 
It is a deplorable fact, yet never
Granite to be Handled Entirely
By H . W . W hitcom b
theless true, that we are hopelessly
en this year with 28 signed up with
by Students
For the first time in three years, in the dark about some things. One
Miss MacDonald. Four classes are
the writer stood on the sidelines of these is the matter of address
The ’27 Granite Board held
scheduled in the sport with the en
last Wednesday and watched the Between the fellows on the campus
first meeting last Friday evening in
rollment in each class limited to
production of the New Hampshire it seems to be most cordial, and 1
the Zoo. Lecture Room in Thompson
without touching a typewriter or imagine the same holds true of the
seven girls.
Hall.
At this meeting a gener
fondling a paste-pot. W ith a min co-eds. But the place where all the
Field hockey proved the most pop
line-up of the work ahead was made
gled feeling of regret and relief he trouble lies is the question as to how
and some of the preliminary detai
ular sport for women this fall with
watched the busy .members of the the men and co-eds should greet
were discussed.
an enrollment of 130.
Soccer was
staff write headlines, correct copy, each other.
One of the subjects under discus
second
with
50.
The
recreational
make up a “ dummy” , read proof and
It seems to be an unwritten law sion was the heeler system intro
program
as announced by
Miss
perform all the other multifarious on the campus that the fellows
duced last year by Harry Steare
M acDonald calls for inter-class con
duties which must be done before should speak first, allowing the co
editor of the ’26 Granite. It worked
tests in both these sports.
the University ■weekly can be placed eds to answer if they choose. If
out successfully and this
year
In addition to the riding courses,
in your hands. The thought came they do not choose they run the risk
Granite Board will continue the
two new courses have been scheduled
to him that he would like to tell a of being roundly ragged for • their
system, but with some modifications
for this year. Both of them are
short story to the members of this “ high hat". The matter should be
which, according to John Neville
corrective.
Classes
in
individual
community, a story which he could the other way around. A young lady
editor-in-chief of the ’27 Granite
gymnastics have been provided for
not tell in former years without be has it as one of her most sacred
make it more effective for future
those over or under weight, for all
ing accused of seeking sympathy privileges to choose with whom
yearbooks. Since these changes in
students needing special exercises.
and praise.
she shall associate or
speak. For
volve the cooperation of the sopho
Each girl will receive individual
Without any doubt, the three or that reason she is given the right
more and freshman classes, Mr
attention and as soon as possible
four men who carry the brunt of the to greet whomever she has met.
Neville will present the proposed
will be dismissed from the corrective
work on the staff of The New Now then, that being the case, she
changes to the classes at class meet class.
Hampshire are the busiest individ is expected to make the first sign of
ings to be held in the near future.
'Fhe methods course introduced last
uals on this campus. Athletes work recognition. If there are any
fair
Among the features in this year'
year will be continued and girls
hard, they give their best on the co-eds who doubt this let them con
Granite will be a snap shot section
entering this class will have an op
gridiron, the track, and the gymna sult Emily Post or anyone else who
picturing representative members of
portunity to instruct other classes.
sium floor; but they receive the is presumed to be an authority on
the junior class.
This section wa
plaudits of the crowd, the approba- what Donald Ogden Stewart has
Published W eekly by the Students
omitted from last year’s Granite.
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tion
of
the
herd,
a
sweater
with
a
termed “ Perfect Behavior” .
In case of change of address, subscribers
The art work this year will be
T O BE N O M IN A T E D S O O N
will please notify the Circulation M anager N O I N C R E A S I N G P U R P O S E IN
white symbol of their glory sewed
The recognized practice is for the
done entirely by the student body
as soon as possible.
H U T C H I N S O N ’S L A T E S T B O O K thereon. T o
them
come
honors, older person to greet the younger if
This is another departure from last
Subscribers not receiving copy w ill please
At the next meeting of the F ac
glory, respect and popularity. The both are of the same sex. If a man
notify the B usiness M anager at once.
year’s Granite, but it is felt that
ulty Club which will be held on
(E
D
IT
O
R
'S
N
O
T
E
—This
is
the
comparison which I am trying to and woman meet it is the woman’s
Subscriptions made payable to The N ew
the personal touch given by student
Hampshire, Durham, N. H .
the evening of the first Tuesday in
first of a series of reviews of re draw is th is: the New Hampshire privilege to speak first. It is not
art work is worth the effort in
October, a nominating committee will
cent books about which everyone workers perform long arduous hours modesty to wait for the original
D U RH A M , N. H., OCT. 2, 1925. is talking or will soon talk. These of physical and mental labors and address from the gentlemen that volved.
submit a list of candidates for the
The follow ing is the board ap
various offices in the club and then
reviews are written by experts ex receive what? Experience and the is out and out gaucherie.
Yet
pointed last June for this year’s
GROUPS AGAIN
the annual election will take place.
clusively for The New Hampshire.) joy and satisfaction of accomplish such is the necessity on the campus.
Granite: Editor-in-chief, J. P. Ne
The members are already lookingThere is no one in the institution
ment—that is all. Tw o nights a
By C. T . Lloyd
ville ; Bus. mgr., B. G. Johnson; Mili
Clearly apparent tendencies in the
forward to the many tournaments
week they are hard at work until sufficiently celebrated that a woman
tary editor, H. O. Page; Assistant
Mr. Hutchinson has gone to Ten
college press indicate that the un
which were so keenly" contested last
two, three, and yes, sometimes four should wait for his recognition.
dergraduate bodies of many Eastern nyson for the title o f his latest o'clock in the morning— ’till long The co-eds should not feel it nec editor, G. A. H a rris; Associate ath season and daily the pool and biluniversities are beginning seriously book, “ One Increasing Purpose” . He after the last light in the Barrack essary' to cast furtive glances where letic editor, J. T. Carpenter ; Athletic iard “ sharks” may be seen improv
to question the perogative of faculty applies the phrase, however, not to has faded out. There is no “ season’ they desire a “ rec” ; they should feel editor, L. O. Frost; Humor editor ing their aames.
bodies to control the educational the widening of the thoughts of men either. The grind begins with the free to give it or withhold as they S. Dearington; Assistant business
phases of the administration o f their through a “ process of the suns” , but opening of the University and lasts see fit. In the face of actual prac manager, W . S. H opkins; Art editor Hartwell, A.
Perkins, T.
respective institutions of the so- to the life of an individual, Simon until the final week of the year. They tice it would be out of order to say T. B. W a lla ce ; Associate art editor Heald, B.
Phelps, R. T.
W . P. M o o re ; Questionaire editor, Henault, N.
Paris.
Simon Paris goes through
called higher learning.
Pineo, H. A.
are on the job every day, of every that they can do that now.
M. S. Marnoch; Questionaire editor, H ixon, S.
The movement is pronounced
in the Great W ar with so many mirac w eek; they receive no
Pinkham, R.
It is not boldness for the girls to
scholastic
P. S. Johnson; Assistant business
the big college dailies.
One paper ulous escapes from death that he credit, no money, and little praise.
Hodges, S. E.
Piper, W. I.
speak to their classmates or ac
manager, J. M. Bancroft; Associate
even went so far last week as to comes out of it with the conviction
Holt, C. D.
Pitts, T.
hope that
W hy
am
I
writing? Because quaintances. 1 sincerely
place reporters
in various
class that he has been spared for a pur there is one way in which you can the day is not far away when we humor editor, E. E. A tw ood; Ad Hopkins, W . .
Potts, S. M.
rooms in order to learn and print pose. The result is that the hero assure the financial success of your can override some of these false vertising manager, M. J. G ill; Pho Horne, R. B.
Prince. W. M.
an estimate o f what the course and who begins as a professional British University weekly. That way is o notions on the campus, and, in tograpbic editor, N. J. Henault; Hubbard, L.
Proudman, W.
Junior editor, E. J. Courser; As-i
soldier, becomes finally an evangel
the instructors were worth.
Hussey, F. W.
Reed, R.
pen, it is easy, it will cost you only particular, this one.
sistant business manager,
L. C.
professional
if
less
As a matter of fact and as it ist—no less
Hutchins, J. W.
Roberts, S. W .
one dollar and a h a lf; that way is
Sagitta de Moribus Ayers, Associate junior editor, L. C.
seems to us, any improvement in British.
Jenkins, R. R.
Robinson, F.
SU BSCRIBE. When you subscribe
M ason; Girl’s athletic editor, F. F.
There is no increasing purpose in
educational standards must come
Johnson, B. G.
Rodden, C. J.
you do two things : you furnish some S E C O N D F R E S H M A N W E E K
Fairchild.
from the student body of any college the novelist’s progress through the revenue, and an increased list of
Johnson, P. S.
Sanborn, V. P.
SUCCESS — D E A N FR EN CH
The Board is now getting every
rather than from the facu lty body. book. The first hundred pages pre paid subscribers makes it possible to
Jordan, H. C.
Schlenker, F. S.
thing in readiness for having the Joseph, J.
In the nature of things, an institution sent a series of portraits of the main secure more advertisements at bet
Sentner, R.
in which an instructor teaches cannot characters, so imaginatively conceiv ter rates.
At a recent interview Dean French pictures of the Juniors taken for Kelsea, O. G..
Sharpies, R. E.
the 1927 Granite.
Making out the Keough, G. H.
mean so much to him as it must ed and so artistically done that they
Simpson, L. A..
Now a business psychologist would of the Liberal Arts College remark
to the students he presumes to would be memorable but for the say that I have appealed to the ed : "I wish to be quoted as believ schedule for the photographer
Killkelley, J. R.
Smalley, F.
direct. Usually he is a graduate havoc later made of them. In the wrong emotion in this article. They ing that Freshman W eek this year one of the hardest tasks that the Kimball, R. L.
Smith, L. C,
from some other college and what first quarter of his book, Mr Hutch tell us that people do not buy things was a tremendous success and that board has to undertake in its early Kimball, R. G.
Smith, M. B.
work. In order to facilitate matters
ever sentiment he may have, as inson is at his best,' and at his best in any numbers because of duty or I heartily sponsor it.”
King, S. L.
Smith, R. E
suming that faculties have feelings, he is no mean artist— a dramatic poet loyalty, or , friendship. What they
The above statement is typical of and to make the arrangement as Kirkbride, J.
Snow, M. F.
efficient as possible The New Hamp
naturally rests in his own
alma one might say, trying to write in
Langdell, M. R.
Southmayd, C.
want is value, results, service. The the sentiment of the University lead shire prints today a list of all
prose. License of grammatical con
mater. That is as it should be.
Spillane, C. J.
answer i s : you know that you will ers in regard to the recent Fresh Juniors eligible to have their pic Lee, D. H.
and
man Week.
And so educational standards at struction, illogical punctuation
ewis, S. AStarrett, J. E.
receive that anyway, and I know that
the University of New Hampshire even obscurity of thought find some you all read The New Hampshire
Four
hundred
and
thirty-two tures taken for the 1927 Granite. Littlefield, R B. Stone, F. B.
do not mean as much to the aver excuse in art that rises far above anyway. Five copies would easily Freshman reported to “ D ad” Hender On Friday night the Photographic x>rd, R. T.
Tappan, T. C.
age member of the faculty as they mere technical correctness of detail accommodate twenty-five men in any son’s office on Wednesday, Septem Editor of the book will make out Maloney, R.
Tatarouk, A. J.
should to the newest and greenest Though in these first hundred pages fraternity house; one copy in each ber 9th for preliminary registration, his schedule. After that time it will Mason, L. E.
Taylor, M. L.
freshman.
The standards must be Mr. Hutchinson is no clearer than dormitory room would serve for each payment of fees, and Group and be impossible to have any changes Matthews, D.
Tetzlaff, G.
lifted if this institution is to ful he usually is, he is on the whole of the three men there. And so I Room assignments. Of these, ninety- made in the schedule, except for McDonald, J, C.
Thompson, W.
some grave
reason.
Any person
fill any logical end. The standards decidedly effective.
McDonald, j.. J.
Trombly, N,
appeal to your duty, your University eight were women and the remainder
The lack of poise which keeps
will not be lifted by force from
the
new “ Exclusion whose name is not on this list and McGrail, T. H.
Van Allen, A.
loyalty, your appreciation of an in men. Under
above but by some vague though Mr. Hutchinson from being clear as stitution which makes for a better A ct” , fifty-three persons were ad should be there, is urged to give his Mclntire, E. M.
Varney, G.
name to N. J. Henault at the S.A.E.
Very necessary and desirable surg well as effective during the first and more vital
Vatter, E,
University. Subr mitted from out of the state. W ed House or any' other member o f McLeod, D. K.
part of his book develops into panic
ing from below.
Me Morrow, W.
Waite, F.
scribe yourself; own a copy each nesday evening there was a meeting The Granite Board.
Any person
In imposing questionable require as he goes on. One follow s the week from which you may clip news of the individual groups into which
Michelson, G.
Wales, G. H.
ments for the arts degree, the fac treatment of individual characters articles, pictures, notices for your the Freshmen had been divided, fo l who was in last year’s Granite and Moody, F. B.
Wallace, T.
who does not want to appear in
ulty is exercising authority in a and of their dramatic relation to
Warren, E. J r.
Mem" books. Slip your copy in lowed by a talk by President Hetzel the 1927 Granite, is. asked to notify Mooney, C. E.
way, which if it had not all the each other with a growing sense of your laundry and let Mother read it
the gymnasium.
Moore, W . P.
White, W. P.
appearance of the naive, would have static motion ready to break out in sometimes— she is interested in every
On Thursday the intensive work the Granite Board so that the name Nagel, C. F.
Whyte, R. P.
can
be
taken
from
the
list.
to be considered cynical. W e submit action at the least disturbance. Then,
Nash, G. H.
W ilcox, C.
activity on this campus, because she of Freshman W eek began with calis
The complete schedule of sittings
that students, as a whole and with just as he realizes tha t movement
W illard, H. A.
is interested in you. You need The thenics at seven-thirty. Then from will be published in the next issue Neville, J. P.
very few individual exceptions, are M U ST begin and is prepared for
W illard, M. E.
New Hampshire and
The
New eight until four-thirty there were of The New Hampshire and every Nicora, R.
restrained from any effective initia any swift, sudden event, lo, the au
periods
during
which
the
O ’ Connor, E. L.
W illgeroth, G.
Hampshire needs your name on the hour
tive by the group requirements. If thor funks the situation which he
various phases of Freshman W eek Junior will be sent notice of his O ’Leary, O. F.
Williams, C.
dotted line. COME C L E A N !
time. The pictures will be taken in
personal observation over a period has created as an artist, and (to use
were taken up.
Page, G. E.
Williams, J. B.
Morrill
Hal!
in
the
Agricultural
“wangles” himself
of years has taught us anything it his own idiom)
The freshmen were divided into
Page, H. O.
Williamson, C.
C L A R K IS A G A IN E L E C T E D
has taught us th is: the group re out as a moralist.
twenty-six
groups, o f which twenty Club Room unless a notice to the Patten, R W.
W ilmot, M.
P R E S ID E N T OF S O P H O M O R E S
contrary
is
posted.
The result is disappointing. Artist
quirements force too many students
groups were men and six were
\dlerin, J. L.
Wright, L. A.
to regard courses of study here, not no longer, but evangelist even as he
women.
There were about sixteen
At a meeting o-f the sophomore
Junior Men Eligible to Have
for material, but as credits.
A became social reformer in “ This
Junior Women
class last Friday evening John R. individuals in each group and each
study of the registration in some Freedom", Mr. Hutchinson assumes
Pictures in the 1927 Granite
group
was
headed
by
a
group
lead
Clark was reelected
president
of
departments (though not all) would his illogical rational pose. “ Christ
er from the faculty. The committee
Andrews, P. M.
Langford, A. E.
the class.
have an interesting bearing on the in man” is theoretically acceptable
introduced several innovations this Abbiati, F.
Cook, C. A.
Atwood, E. E.
Learned, T.
value of many campus-styled “ pop enough to a great many people who least, is the testimony
Cotton, H.
of
Lardy year; such as individual photographs Ayers, L. C.
Blodgett, M. L.
Lovering, M.
ular courses” . Do students overflow find its practical application a bit Q uinnet:
of each freshman, calisthenics for a Baldwin. H.
Cross, C. R.
Brady, H.
Lowenberger, H.
those courses in several sections perplexing nowadays. Mr. Hutchin
half hour each morning,
and a Beeler, W . F.
Curran, F.
You know what it means—
Burpee, D. F.
Marnoch, M.
because of valuable subject matter son apparently thinks he has found
thorough physical examination.
Berry, N. J.
Currier, A.
it means just “ I went to
Cassily, C. M.
Martin, A. C.
or because of valuable credits? O b a way out, though he applies the
The hour periods during the day Betz, E.
Curtis, H. M.
Church with my mother as
Coe, H. J.
Menard, A.
viously the credit situation is of idea for strange effect in some of his
were taken up with mental tests, Betz, J. A.
Davis, E. R.
a kid; I shall be buried by
Moulton, N.
Cooper, R. A.
more pressing import to juniors and characters. Alice Paris lies to her
library
problems,
physical
exain- Blum, L. B.
Day, J. W.
the Church; in between I am
Courser, E. J.
Mountain, P. L.
seniors than it is to sophomores husband; but the bitterness of re
nations, English tests, and consult Bowles, A. C.
Dearborn, R.
dashed if I scoff at the Church.
Moylan, C.
Dodge, C.
and freshmen. During the last two pentance is sweetened by his death
ations ; instruction trips through the Boyd, J. A.
Derby, C. C.
I may not be this, that or
O’Kane, C.
Dolan, M. A.
years of the preparation for a before the lie is known. Alice and
grounds of the University and the Brydon, L. LI.
Dicey, I. T.
the other, but I am dashed if
astwood, M. V. Osgood, A. L.
degree, too many men, at the very Conrad Byrne plan an elopem ent; but.
Library; talks on the University Burnham, R. F.
Dimock, M. W
I am ashamed to own up to
Eaton, H. W.
Paige, C.
height of their powers, are forced because they are arrested on the
Library, H ow to Study, The Reserve Calderwood, D.
Dustin, R. C.
the faith that I was born in
Paige, E. M.
Fairchild, F. F.
to leave tne pleasant fields behind very eve of departure by the death
Officers Training Corps, Social H y Callahan,
R.
Dyment, R.
and look to die in.”
Poor, B. L.
arr, A. G.
and forage in the scanty pastures of the husband, they commit no sin. Christianity, we venture, is both giene ; and individual photographs.
Carli, A.
Farrar, E. R.
itch, A. L.
Rhodes, M. E.
of necessary credits for graduation. As a man thinketh in his heart, so more fundamental and less reaction
On Thursdays evening there was a Carpenter, J.
French, W . A.
Flynn, D.
Rideout, P. C.
W e quote a successful and well- IS N ’T he by the Gospel according ary than this. If Mr. Hutchinson reception at the’ Community Church. Caswell, M.
Frost, L. A.
ale, M. H.
Rolfe, M. F.
known New
Hampshire
banker, to Saint Simon.
Garvin, C.
holds his popularity, there’s money The freshmen were then introduced Chipman, W .
errish, G. E.
Rowe, B. L.
"The University of New Hampshire
Take Simon himself. He abhors to be made in selling purple ribbons to the faculty and later had a chance Clark, G. H.
Gelpke, W.
Hall, F. E.
Scribner, C. E.
must seek a level based on quality business— that refined warfare be in Tennesee.
to become acquainted with each other. Clarke, F.
George, C.
Shepard, R. E.
Harris, G.
rather than on quantity.
Circum tween “ Redskin” and “ Paleface” . He
Gill, M. J.
The other loss in Simon Paris’
Fridays evening was spent mainly Colby, N.
Hartshorn, P. E. Simmons, E. B.
stances will always prevent it from shuns art. True it is his “ Purpose” turning preacher is his own loss of in forming a preliminary class or Colman, C. D.
Goodrich, J.
Smith, C.
Hodge, L. C.
rivalling many mediocre institutions to be a preacher o f the W ord and prestige
Greene, W. H.
as
a hero. Interest
is ganization. On Saturday night the Colovos, N.
Smith, C. B.
Holt, E.
in number of students or in ma not a doer only, as the Yeomans are, drawn away from the man to his freshmen were treated to free movies Connor, C. C.
Handv, G.
Smith, C. E. *
Hourihane, C.
terial equipment. It has a need to and the Englands. But herein lies purpose, though he may be pitied at the Franklin Theatre.
Hourihane, E. W . Smith, E. H.
fill and that need is broad and w ill a double loss. First, one doubts for having to bear the cross of Mr.
W ork was resumed again Monday. lo w s : Athletic Managerships, E. W. Humphrey, H.
Stevens,, H. L.
ing citizens; it has a road to tread the results of Simon’s preaching, Hutchinson’s philosophy.
After all. In the evening there was a meeting Christensen. ’22, Assistant Coach; Hunt, A. C.
Thomas, A. J.
and that road is pioneering schol though the purple ribbon of conver Simon Paris is more heroic, even in in the Gymnasium,
at which the Freshman Football, L. D. Fernald,
ngalls, B. D.
Tobey, L.
arship. The service it can render sion is to be seen on a prince, a retrospect, as a soldier in the last leaders of the
various
students ’24; Dramatics, H. O. Page, ’27;
ones, H. G.
Webber, R L.
and the prestige it can acquire are member of the cabinet, a musical- war
than
he would
be
as
a were allowed five minutes apiece to Debating, R. E. Coreyr, ’26.
These Keenan, A. J.
Wentworth, I. M.
only limited by the extent to which comedy dancer, and a workingman— Y. M. C. A. secretary, say, in the explain the several extra-curriculum
talks were followed by songs and Kelley, Ethel K White, E.
it fulfills the purpose it is peculiar indeed, on two-thirds of the inhabit next. This, apparently, is what Mr. activities of the freshmen. The speak
cheers led upper classmen and then Kennedy, M. J.
W ood, K.
ly fitted to fulfill” .
ants of the British Isles. Here, at Hutchinson brings him to.
ers and their activities were as fol- the class elections took place.
Kinsman, E. L.
Woodman, M. C.
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H To receive more you should send in your subscription at once.. Only
H by doing so can you be sure that the next issue of Y O U R CO LLEG E
y P A P E R 5jvill reach you. In that issue we are to carry a full story of
f§ the plan for summer employment of engineering students which
8 -Pro;fessor George W . Case, the new Dean of the College of Technology
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Stafford J. “ Dutch”

graduate work
department.

Connor, ’23 is

Irving

in

the

Chemistry

Hersey, ’25, is doing grad

•coaching at New Y ork Agricultural uate work in the department of
College, and is playing football with architecture.
John A liquist, ’25, and
Edward
a professional team.
Coughlin,
’25,
are
doing
graduate
Shirley W entw orth, e x -’25, is em
ployed in the Swift central office in work in the chemistry department.
Ivan H ussey, ’25, is with a lumber
Boston. The former blue and white
captain is paying professional foot company in New Haven, Conn. He
ball. In a recent game he scored and George M iddlem as, ’23, were on
seven touchdowns against the oppo the campus last week.
Andrew

nents.
Gustave Peterson, ’25, has a posi
tion with the Westinghouse electri
cal company in Wilkinsburg, Pa.

Rice,

’23,

Colum bia U niversity
his Ph.D . degree.

has
to

D orothy

English in
school.

Runlette,

is teaching
(M ass.) high

E lsie Chickering, ’25, boys’ and
g irls’ club agent for Strafford county
has her headquarters at Rochester,
N. H.
Florence K elley, ’20, is teaching
French and English in South Man-'
Chester, Conn.

is teaching do
mestic arts and physical education at
Laconia high school.
Ethel

Cowles, ’25,

Elizabeth Griffin, ’25, is teachin
■.history and English at Essex (Mass,
high school.

announce
that his debating team at Groveton
has its hat in the ring for the New
Hampshire interscholastic debating
championship.
M arjorie Groah, ’25, is teaching
English at Penacook, N. H.
M ary Riley, ’25, is teaching En
glish at Somersworth, N. H.
Dick
Lewis,
non-grad,
’22, was
last heard from in London, England
Thom as Craig, ’21, is advertising
manager for a firm in New York.
Announcement has been received
of the engagement of Jean H. Tay
lor and Stephen H . Boomer, ’21.
Reginald Em erson, ’24, is at pres
:ent attending the medical school of
Boston University.
Ralph J. Bugbee, ’ 16, after nine
years of : extension work has re
signed to run a small poultry and
.vegetable farm at Ascutney, Vt.
v: F elix S . Lagasse, ’21, is now in
•vthe horticulture department o f the
-U n iversity o f Delaware,
Newark
■Del.
; George
Demerritt,
football
and
baseball manager for '97 and ’98, is
with the Los Angeles Telephone Co.
His address is 1026 West 3rd Street,
L os Angeles, Cal.
■ Ralph H arw ell, ’21, is engaged to
Miss Marion CoggsweH, a Simmons
•graduate.
Donald

M r.

M attoon,

and

M rs.

D owning,

A.
’23)

B.

Roberts
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University Barber Shop
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Fancy Groceries

Telephone 307-M
W aldron St.,
Cor. Central Avenue

W . S. EDGERLY
General Store
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Bixby Typewriter Co.

Lowell, Mass.

F. F. P A G E

TW ENTY

ATTEND

OF

A. B. A. Travelers’ Checks for Sale

Come in and Have a Talk with Tom

■AT

M E E T IN G S

SU RPLU S, $300,000

STRAFFORD NATIONAL BANK, Dover, N. H.

H A M P S H IR E
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FIRST CLASS LAUNDRY
Quick Work — Good Service
Call or See “ABBIE”

C A P IT A L , $100,000

Subscribe to
THE

The first meeting of the Vermont
College Supplies
Durham,
New Hampshire
Branch will be held in Northfield
after the New Hampshire—-Norwich
game, October 3.
They are plan
For less than half price, guaranteed rebuilt machines
ning for a meeting near the end of
Royal, Underwood, Smith, Remington, Monarch and portables
October, to be held in Rutland, for
------ W rite for prices——
the purpose of starting alumni ac
tivities in that section. The branch
already covers the Montpelier, Bur
lington, and H ardwick sections. The
members of the present branch are
Hardware, Paints, Wall Paper, Sporting Goods
planning to drive to Rutland, and
have a gay time to start the new
Remington Arms and Shells
work off with.
510 C E N T R A L A V E N U E ,
Telephone 915
D O V E R , N. H.

’22,

announce
the birth of a son on Sept. 5, 1925.
Karl Dearborn, ’23, is head of the
English
department
at
Nicholas
school, Buffalo, N. Y.
M ark
N eville,
’23,
is
teaching
English and football at Rutgers
preparatory school. His engagement
to' Miss Lucy Taylor of St. Louis
is announced.
F . S. Lagassee, ’21, has resigned
as plant physiologist for the U. S.
department o f Agriculture to, accept
a position as assistant horticulturist
at the University of Delaware.
Florence Paine, ’25, is the princi
pal at the School Street School,
Rochester, and is teaching eighth
grade.
P olly Bailey, ’20, has been elected
president of the Chi Omega alumni
association of Pittsburg, Pa. for the
coming year.
H . Irma Dunn, ’24, is teaching at
Renssclaerville, N. Y.
Myrtle Johnson, ’ 17, and W alter
Stoddard of Boston were married on
June 19.
Their address is 10W
Dane Street, Beverly, Mass.
Elizabeth O ’Kane, ’25, is at Babson’s statistical organization in W e l
lesley Hills, working in in the
financial department.
W esle y Shand, ’24, is going
into
the insurance business with Eastern
New Hampshire as his territory.
His temporary address will be New 
market, N.H., R.F.D. .. Please send
all funds, payable to the 1924 schol
arship fund, to this address.
Leonard
Philbrick,
’ 17,
is now
teaching in
the
Technical
high
school at Providence, R.I.
He and
M rs. Philbrick
(Florence
Dudley,
’ 16) are living at 145 Babcock St.,
Providence.
Charles W ilk inson , ’24, is teaching
English at Newington, Conn.
Bradford M cIntyre, ’25, is doing
(M arion

FOR

BANQUET

for

’23,

Attleboro

PLANS

A short meeting of the ’27 Sphinx
was held last Friday night in the
Zoo. Lecture Room
in Thompson
Hall.
A committee was appointed
to make plans for the initiation
banquet which will take place about
Nov. 1.
At this banquet the '27
Sphinx will turn over its authority
and duties to the ’28 Sphinx.

OF'FTCE^,—

campus last Saturday and
H arold Piper, ’25, is about to enter the football scrimmage.
the chicken business in Walpole.
n: h .
A S S O C IA T IO N

MAKES

’28 I N I T I A T I O N

entered

work

Say ward, ’25, was on the

W illia m

S P H IN X

UNDERWAY

1925.

All fraternities which are to be
represented in the annual Basketball
League will elect a delegate to at
tend a meeting which is to be held
in Mr. Swasey’s office, at the gym
nasium,
on
Thursday
afternoon,
October 8th, at three thirty o’clock
The purpose of this meeting is to
determine the method of conducting
the league this fall and to elect
committees to draw up rules and
schedule games.

Clean

ALUMNI NOTES

BASKETBALL

PLANS

2,

•>- |

^T^HESE decisive advantages have made the New
A Remington Portable the predominant choice
of students everywhere. Then too, it is excep
tionally durable. It is simple and easy to operate
in fact, with very little practice you’ll soon be
come a fast typist. And its work is so clear, even,
and beautiful that you’ll take real pride in your
essays, notes, and in those letters home.
Call and let us show you the many outstand
ing features of this new machine and explain our
easy payment plan. ‘Price, complete with case, $60.

REM IN GTON TYPEW RITER CO.
Boston, Mass,
REM IN GTON TYPEW RITER CO.
1100 Elm Street . . Manchester, N. H.

cNew

Remington Tortubk

P IC N IC

P IT T S B U R G

BRANCH

Pittsburg Branch held a most
enjoyable picnic, Sept. 12, at Schenlev Park, with about twenty attend
ing.
The spirit of those present showed
that there is little to fear for the
successful carrying on of this alum
ni outpost.
A committee was authorized for
planning a New Hampshire night
gathering that will be in the nature
of a corn roast.
CHANGES

IN

D IR E C T O R Y
Elizabeth

THE

ALUM NI

S IN C E

A P R I L , 1925

Baker, ’24,

126

School

82

Village

14

Armory

Street, Franklin, Mass.
Priscilla

Benson,

’ 19,

m (T

The question is sometimes asked: Where
do young men get
when they enter a large indus
trial organization? Have they
opportunity to exercise crea
tive talents? Or are theyforced
into narrow grooves?

Street, Medway, Mass.
M yron

H olm es,

’21,

I II
^ \

Street, Wakefield, Mass.
O.

D.

Mudgett,

’05,

134

Main

Street, Lewiston, Me.
N . F. Carlton, ’22, care of Am er
ican Legion, Lawrence, Mass.
David J. Flanders, ’22,
19 Sum
mit Ave., Sharon, Mass.
W alter Speare,
’23,
266 Border
Street, East Boston, Mass., care
of Acme W hite Lead and Color Co
Arthur Tw addle, ’21,
461 Canal
Street, Manchester, N. H.
Ruth
Tw addle,
’20,
461 Cana
Street, Manchester, N. H.
M arion M addern, ’24, 42 Church
Street, No. Attleboro, Mass.
Robert Studley, ’24, 48 Rice Ave.,
Rockland, Mass.
H oward K elsey, ’22, 82 1-2 Silver
Street, W aterville, Me.
H a rry
Ingham,
’07,
21 Water
Street, Nashua, N. H.
R ex Bailey,
’21,
25 14th Ave.,
Haverhill, Mass.
Bernhard Menke, ’24, 127 N. W .
18th Ave., Miami, Fla.
Ruth Baker, ’22, House R, W om 
en’s College, New Brunswick, N .J.
L. J. H iggin s, ’23, B ox 283, Sunapee, N. H.
Ruth Ladd, ’21, 16 Bond Street,
Swamscott, Mass.
M rs. A lfred Graham, ’ 17, 21 Pom 
ona Rd., W orcester, Mass.
S. P. Batchelder, ’24, 1318 Singer
Place, Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Bert W ood w ard, ’22, 120 Lincoln
Street, W orcester, Mass.
(Continued next week)

V A R S IT Y
FOR

TEAM S
N O R W IC H

S C R IM M A G E
GAME

(Continued from page 1)
The lineup for team A is Prince
and Callahan, en ds;
Stearns
and
Hoagland,
tackles; Hubbard
and
Langdell, guards; Foster, center;
Davis, quarterback; O’Connor and
Nicora, halfbacks; Abbiatti, fullback.
Team B : Sargent and Reed, ends;
Curtis and Blewett, tackles; Morin
and O ’Leary, guards; Paige, center;
Stewart, quarter; Clark and Applin.
halfbacks; Munroe, fullback.
Team C : Patterson and Sargent,
en ds; Hutchins and Hatch, tackles;
MacLaren and Trask, guards; Dayland,
center;
Reynolds,
quarter:
Regali and Rogers, h alfbacks; W ilk 
inson, fullback.

This series o f advertisejnents throws light on these
questions. Each advertisement
takes up the record o f a college
man who ca?ne with the Wes
tingbo use Company within the
past ten years, immediately
after graduation from his
university.

This Graduating Thesis Bore Fruit
B

A C K i n 19 17 ,
G. E . L u k e ,
a P r in c e to n
student, wrote a
thesis on heat
flow in electrical
apparatus. T h e
world
was not
G. E . L
fired upon re
ceipt o f this o p u s; it went on, in
fact, v e ry much as it had gone
before. B u t L u k e came to W es
tinghouse, where his interest was
encouraged.
T o d a y , although
less than ten years o ff the steps
o f O ld N assau, he has com pleted
researches that have im proved
the m otor-and generator-build
ing arts.
u k e

A n interesting problem that
came to him here was the de
velopm ent o f an analytical or

\

mathematical method o f pre
determ ining the tem perature o f
a m otor or a generator under a
given power cycle. N o th in g so
com prehensive had been under
taken before. W hen developed,
however, the m ethod would per
mit a m ore scientific application
o f m otors and generators to prac
tical requirements. Safety factors
could be cut down. Sm aller ap
paratus could be used, with re
sulting economies.
T h e w ork was exacting and the
researches not spectacular. In
the end, however, there emerged
a form ula that is now the prop
erty o f the industry and that
stands -as an im portant addition
to the field o f engineering in
formation,
T h is incident shows the op

portunities which the electrical
industry affords the research en
gineer of genuine endowments.
T o d ay this youn g man has charge
of the insulation section o f the
research departm ent, with an or
ganization o f three physicists and
five assistant physicists.
H is w ork calls for the broadest
kind o f experience, for it relates
to every kind o f electrical appa
ratus in which heat flow occurs.
H a lf the problem s o f his section
are referred to it by other de
partments o f the W estinghouse
business— they are in the nature
o f em ergency calls. T h e other
h alf are o f the departm ent’s
ow n in it ia t in g . F r o m th e s e
come m any o f the m ost revolu
tionary developm ents in the elec
trical art.

Westinghouse
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PLENTY OF JOBS FOR
AMBITIOUS WORKERS

IT S FOLL Y

Y .M .C .A .
Those

to pay the Fabulous Prices asked by
Peddlars

for

so-called

EXCLUSIVE

Solicitors

and

we have been demonstrating in a Practical, Forcible
Manner how you can save money by buying here.
NEWEST IN

CLOTHES

and SHOES

AT FAIR PRICES
That’s why we are busier than ever, this year

The LOTHROPS-FARNHAM CO., Inc.
J. W . M cIN T IR E ,
Mgr. of the Durham Store
Other Stores

at

—

—

DOVER

and

ROCHESTER

BUILDER’S SUPPLIES, COAL and GRAIN
Dealer in All Kinds of
Tel. Con. at Dover, N. H., or Tel. Clarence I. Smart, Durham, N. H.

'

"

s§

W»

Desire

Positions

to

Them — “ Y ”

on an Average

of S ix Students a Day.

University Dining Hall
The Eating Place You
Will Eventually Choose

NOTES

GET HEP
TO THE PEP
IN “VOGUE”

at $30

M oi'i-Is CD.

i
I

FOR THE NEW

FROSH
FOUR

REGULAR M EAL T IC K E T , $6.00
T w enty-one Consecutive Meals

C A FE TE R IA T IC K E T , $6.00
Punched for the amount on the tray

Counter Lunch for Men in the Basement

HAVE YOU TRIED

STUDENTS
T R IP S

TO

PLAN

CHOCORUA

The first of the personally con
ducted “ Pettee Tours” to be made
this fall will leave Durham Satur
day noon enroute for Chocorua. The
advance Mil. Art students who are
to make the trip are at present bus
ily engaged in preparation for this
annual outing which is personally
supervised by Captain Charles S.
Pettee.
The versatile captain is
not only tour director, guide, and
counselor but is also a chef extra<$>
rdinary. Those who went on last
year’s trip will never forget the
steak dinner cooked over an open
fire built on the shores of “ The
Lake of the Northland."
Paul. Tracy, who caused such con
'M sternation among the inhabitants of
the little village of Ossipee when he
appeared among them with
two
guns protruding from low
hanging
holsters, is to make the trip again
this year. Paul has promised to do
some exhibition shooting for the
entertainment of those who
make
the trip.
Captain Pettee has ar
ranged to have the good people of
Ossipee notified of the arrival of
our gun-toter, thus doing away with
confusion
which
might otherwise
result.
The towns of Freedom and Con
way are busily engaged in making
preparations for the
entertainment
of the visiting soldiers.
A special
committee consisted of Stan King,
A1 Smith, George Twombly, W op
I Taylor and Sib Sibley have been
appointed to work in conjunction
with the committees of Freedom and
Conway for the entertainment of
the visitors.

U N IVE R SITY ICE C R E A M with 1
“JOE’S” HOT FUDGE?

W hy not try some after the movies 1
and be convinced?

I

SOLD ONLY A T

BEN HILL’S
Everything for the Student

P R IV A T E
G IR L S ’

CHURCH
ii DURHAM

C. A .

The Y. W . Membership cards are
being printed and should be here
soon. The Drive will probably be
gin in about two weeks.
The first joint meeting of the Y. M.
and Y. W . was held last Sunday
evening. There will be about one a
month. The
program
for
these
meetings looks
rather
interesting.
There are to be a few outside speak
ers and one or two plays.
On the twenty-first and twentysecond of October, Miss Anna Clark,
of New York will be here. Miss
Clark is interested in extension work
and wants to see if N. H. U. would
be interested in follow ing the exam
ple o f other Universities. Her idea
is to have students in their senior
year teach in towns or cities and do
some work in Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs.
W hile Miss Clark is
here
she
will speak in Convocation and give
several classroom lectures.

Last week the Y.M .C.A. sent out a
Step out in a crisp new Vogue. The fall suits are mar
A number of letters to business and
vels
of fit, comfort, style, and beauty. Silk trimmed.
professional men in Dover and New
market listing students desiring em
W e Specialize “ Vogue” Suits
ployment afternoons and Saturdays
There are 133 men registered in the
“Y ” Employment Bureau and the rate
of pay has been increased to fifty
cents an hour.
Tailored at Rochester, N. Y.
At this time of year there is alsc
an increase .demand for student la
m
bor in Durham and the “ Y ” averages
Besse
Foster
to fill six jobs every afternoon. The
System
System
i
bureau placed a number of mer
Co.
C o.
in summer positions, including em
I
ployment in mountain camps anc
Operators of 40 stores
hotels.
SO C C E R T E A M S S C R IM M A G E S ’
Various offers from prominent bus
D U R IN G T H E P A S T W E E K
Dover, N. H. Our store closes at 10 p.m. Saturdays
:: iness firms are available at the “ Y ’
office. All those interested are in
The soccer team has been undervited to look over the propositions
gowing some stiff scrimmages during
listed.
the past week. Coach Swasey has
two teams on the squad that' are
P I G A M M A S T O M A K E T R IP
shaping into form rapidly. The main
UP
MOUNT
C H O C O R U A points that have been emphasized
DINING ROOM FOR LADIES AND GENTLEM EN
have been the passing and dribbling
of the ball, and considerable improve
Pi Gamma met W ednesday eve
ment has been shown.
Intensive Good Service
— —
No Waiting
— —
Good Food
ning at 7 :30 to arrange the program
practice w ill continue for the remain
for the year and make the final plans
der of the time before the first game
CIGARS, CIGARETTES, CANDY AND NEW SPAPERS
for the annual field trip to Mount
which is scheduled for October 10,
Chocorua. About 30 members of the
when the team will meet Northeast
fraternity w ill make the trip by bus,
ern University at Durham. The line
leaving
Sattirday night. Professor
up of the two team is as fo llo w s :
1 ......................................................................................
"
i
and Mrs. Jackson w ill accompany the
Team A lines up with Morrison, §§
^
students.
olf., Wakefield, ilf., Whitehead, cf., ’M
The fraternity expects to secure
Wi
Pillsbury, ir f.; Clarke, orf., Currie,
W; several prominent scientists to lec
chb.; Bemis, rh b .; Kirk, lh b.; T w om 
ture before its members, and to have
bly, r b .; Evens, lb., and Cummings,
one noted biologist speak in Convo
goal.
cation some time during the fall
Team B lines up with W illiam son,
%
term.
olf., Ira Stockwell, ilf .; Thompson,
Donald G. Barton, '24 is president
c f . ; F. Stockwell, ir f.; White, o r f .;
of the organization; Dorothy Smith,
Ramsey, ch b .; Southmayd, rhb,; Pul27, vice-president; Carolyn Dodge,
sifer, lh b.; Slayton, r b .; Lindsey, lb .;
27, secretary; and Gladys Harris,
and Nelson goal.
27, treasurer.
ADVANCE

’A

W.

1925.

GRAN T’S RESTAURANT

E. J. YORK

m

W ho

M any

Office Places

MERCHANDISE

Ever since the establishment of our University Branch

Offers

Y.

2,

Tw o

m
J

R E S ID E N C E S
H O U S IN G

private

houses

taken over

to

serve

dormitories

to

lighten

A ID

PROBLEM

have
as

been

women’s

the

strain

put upon the three regular

dorm i

tories as a result of

having

three

hundred c o e d s 'to live in the accom 

modations for two hundred.
The women’ s housing problem has
become as serious as the men’s this
year. There are three hundred and
forty-six women registered and of
these only
forty
are
commuters.
The regular dormitories are filled
to capacity, Smith with seventy-one,
•j?
Congreve with one hundred and
seventeen, and the Commons with
COLLEGE BIBLE
Wi
thirty. In addition to these a new
10.00 A. M.
CLASSES
house, Crescent Hall, contains eight
een women and the Davis House
MORNING WORSHIP
nine. The rest of the women stu
dents live in private homes.
10.45 A. M.
Crescent Hall
is
a remodeled
house on Ballard Street and i:
occupied by sixteen freshmen
anc.
two upperclassmen.
Mrs. Morgan,
who is a sister of the late Prof
PATRONIZE
M EADER’S FLOWER SHOP
W horiskey, formerly head of the
modern
language
department,
i;
Dover, N. H.
matron of the new
Hall.
Mrs
M organ lived in Durham
at th
Everything in Flowers
Hotel — Restaurant — Barber Shop
time that her brother was here.

Rev. Moses R. Lovell,
Pastor

L E IG H T O N ’S

ELEVEN

LOOKS

CAMPUS COATS

POW 

ERFUL

(Continued from page 1)
quarter looked good, while Hammar
outplayed his man at the center
position. Time after time Hammar
would hit Wettergreen so hard that
the regular would make a poor
pass and the play result in a fail
ure to gain.
Noyes, playing a
guard position for the
first time,
was a bulwark on the defense for
his
team. Noyes at guard
and
Hammar at center make a strongenough defense for any line. In the
backfield for the second team Sum
merville and Rice made long gains
and loomed up as possible first
string men.
The freshman squad is well sup
plied with ambitious
and
hard
working youngsters, most of them
having, played on good prep school
teams in previous years.
The
one
problem
that
Coach
Fernald has encountered has been
in securing a line that will be as
able as his backfield is proving to
be. The line material is not bad,
however, and no doubt w ill be in
the thick of the fray when the
season opens next Saturday after
noon at Memorial Field.
The first game of the season looms
up as one o f the hardest on the
schedule and the team is striving
hard to be in the best playing condi
tion possible. Pinkerton Academ y al
ways sends a good football team to
compete with
the
freshman
and
Saturday’s game will be well worth
attending.
CASQ U E

AND
RUSH

(Continued

CASK ET

SEE BILL

HEADQUARTERS FOR

STUDENT SUPPLIES
FOUNTAIN PENS

Books, Stationery, Gym Equipmeut,
Jewelry, Banners, Pillow Tops,
Mem Books, Post Cards,
Il l ust rat ed F o l d e r s
and Confectionery
<*■

Agency for Underwood Portable Typewriter

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

SET

MARSHALL HOUSE CAFE

P E R IO D

from page 1)

night the representatives of the va
rious fraternities drew lots for the
dates during the period beginning
Oct. 5, and ending on Oct. 20, on
which each fraternity w ill entertain
freshmen between the hours of four
and eight p. m. These
gatherings
will be of a social nature, provided
to further acquaint the freshmen with
the fraternity men of the campus,
and will not supplant the regular,
old-time
“ rushing
parties” .which
will be held as usual during the two
week period of intensive rushing
which will begin on Oct. 28, the day
after mid-term warnings are filed,
and will end on Nov. 10 when pledg
ing takes place. .
Each fraternity has been allotted
one evening only during the period
between Oct. 5 and Oct. 20 to enter
tain in its house. N o parties will be
held on Saturday or Sunday eve
nings. The dates assigned a r e :
Theta. Upsilon
October 5
Delta Pi Epsilon
7
A. O. T.
heta Chi
9
S. ■\. E.
12
Alpha Gamma Rho
13
Tri Gamma
14
Lambda Chi Delta
15
Phi Mu Delta
16
Kappa Sigma
19
Theta Kappa Phi
Theta Delta Upsilon

6

8

20

Food A Specialty
Open from 6 A.M. to 8 P.M.

Milady’s Beauty Shoppe
H ardy

Philbrick

COUCH COVERS
$2.98 Each

Bldg.

E. Morrill Furniture Co.
T el.

156
60 Third St.,

WE

W ANT

AN

U N D E R -G R A D

Sales Representative

at the University of New Hampshire
(man or woman) to handle a quick
moving line of quality personal sta.ionery with name and address or
monogram done in relief process
(raised letters).
W rite regarding
samples and commissions.
N o in
vestment required,
W rite N O W —
3. C. Houston Co.,

Dover, N .H.

120 H igh Street.

DURHAM
CASH
MARKET
Meats

and

Provisions

Boston, M assachusetts.

W h en in Dover M ake Y ou r Headquarters at

Lothrops & Pinkham’s Drug Store
Ice Cream, College Ices, H ot and Cold Drinks, Cigarettes, Cigars, Tobacco

Visit Our W all Paper Department

